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Experienced team of Chartered Physiotherapists,
Registered with the Health Care Professions Council

We can help with:

Headaches, dizziness, Neck and arm pain,
Spinal pain, Pelvic Girdle pain, Sports injuries,
Male & female continence problems.

We are open and following guidelines to keep
you Covid safe.

Clinic at Leys Farm,
Hockering NR20 3JE

01603 881184

Early & late appointments available

www.parkphysiotherapy.co.uk

Hair By Ruth
....in the comfort of your own home

Telephone 01362 858936
Mobile
07748 664011
Email hairdresserruth@gmail.com
Member of the FHBF

Repairs to:

Cookers &
Dishwashers

Stephen Garner

Digger Hire, Landscape,
Driveways, Paving, Concreting
Property Maintenance, Fencing
Gates made to measure
Firewood
Tel:07594 617511
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From the Editor
By the time you read this, I hope that we will have
achieved Stage 4 of the Road Map and restrictions
will have been lifted, giving us all some form of
normality in your lives. The past fifteen months have
been very difficult for most of us and I can only hope
that there will be no turning back. Although it was
mentioned in the last issue, I would again like to
Anne Jackson
thank those in Mattishall and Welborne who
volunteered to help their neighbours through the
pandemic. Businesses changed their way of
operating to help those who could not or did not want to leave their homes and many
individuals gave their time and resources for their neighbours. A special Thank You to
Helen for organising and managing the Mattishall Volunteer Hub which continues to go
from strength to strength (p12)
Our front cover may seem a bit corny to some readers and I make no apologies for using
Cliff’s words (as I have always been a great fan of his) but this song will always make me
think of holidays and getting away. I don’t know what has happened to the term going on
holiday and, much as I dislike it, the “in word” at the moment appears to be staycation.
We may not be going abroad or having the more exotic holiday that we had planned
and hoped for, but how lucky are we to live in such a beautiful county and have such
wonderful coastline within easy reach. At least we can stay close to home and enjoy the
delights of Norfolk - and even Suffolk!!

Front cover photos provided
by Kevin Bingham and Peter
Jackson

There are not many reports on events that have taken place in our villages recently but I’m
pleased to see several adverts of events planned in the next few months. Our eateries are
now back to offering a full service and both the Social Club and the Swan are organising
lots of music and entertainment for us to enjoy. The new mini-indoor golf course is now
open and the Bowls Club are offering a taster day on 3rd July - so plenty for us to join in
with. Congratulations to the Youth Football Teams for their successful season (p21) and as
usual the School and Scouting Groups have been keeping very busy.

from an idea by Evelyn Hunt and
Loraine Gunsel

As I said previously, Miscellanea is your village magazine – so please share your stories,
poems, photos etc. I can only report on events etc if I know about them.

Miscellanea (current and past
copies) is available on-line,
www.mattishall-village.co.uk

© Miscellanea

(original items not otherwise indicated)

Any views expressed in Miscellanea
are not necessarily those of the
publishers or the editorial team.
Whilst every effort is made to
ensure accuracy, we cannot accept
responsibility for errors or omissions.
We cannot guarantee the goods or
services offered by advertisers.
Printed by Gowise Print, Norwich

BROADBAND UPDATE

In the last issue, there was an appeal for residents to register their interest in getting Superfast
or Ultrafast Broadband via the government’s Gigabit Broadband Voucher Scheme.
This project has progressed and Openreach have now announced that the whole of
Mattishall will be getting fibre broadband in the next 12-18 months, without the need
for everybody to sign up as per the Community Fibre Partnership previously described.
So, watch this space….

Brainteasers June 2021
Brainteaser 1 of 5
Which of the following is the odd one out and why?
Egg
Fish
Table
Foundation
Bet
Answer inside back cover
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Age UK Advice Line
0800 678 1602
is free to call 8am – 7pm 365 days a year
Age UK are well aware that arranging social care can be a
challenge. From knowing where to start, what type of care
and support you need and who pays for it, there are lots of
questions to ask. But they remind us that we are not alone
— they are to help us through the process.
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GORDON BARBER
FUNERAL HOME

43 Norwich Road, Dereham, NR20 3AS

Aletia Parker, Funeral Arranger at Gordon Barber Funeral Home, Dereham

‘Providing the very best
care in funeral service’
“Quiet guidance, gentle words and our
professional knowledge will help you
make the right decisions for you and
your family.”
Rachael Barber

Telephone 01362 700505
www.gordonbarber.co.uk
FREE CUSTOMER PARKING

WITH DISTINCTION

by

07709 624994
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Why Do Honey Bees
Swarm?

S

warming is a natural instinct and process for a honey bee
colony, which enables them to reproduce.

A colony of honey bees will usually become mobile on
a warm and sunny day, which can be any time between May
and late July. As we have experienced an unusually cold April
(April 2021 saw an average of 13 days of air frosts across the
UK, beating the previous record of 11 days reported in April
1970), this years' swarms will no doubt wait until later in the
summer season to become mobile. This is because cold weather and frost is harmful to bees.
When a hive reaches its limit of 40,000 to 60,000 honey
bees, it will choose to split and move half of the existing colony
to a new location. Bee 'scouts' are sent out to look for suitable
locations for their new colony. New male drones and a new
queen are also created, in order to develop and maintain the
part of the colony which is remaining in situ. The old queen
must then get ready to fly again so that she can move with
the honey bees which are looking for their new home. As the
queen is likely to be out of condition after a long time staying
within the hive, she may need to slim down to be able to fly
long distances. A swarm may temporarily relocate to a bush or
tree as a stopping off point before they arrive at a more secure
building or structure to establish their new base.
The new honey bee colony will continue to grow each year,
and the process will begin again once the population within
the hive has reached its limit.
If a honey bee swarm enters a wall, roof or chimney, it has
the potential to cause structural damage. Our team of experts
survey and safely remove a colony and the honeycomb without
harming any of the bees – we re-home them in a suitable, local
hive where they can thrive.
If you need any further information,
please see www.buzz-off.co.uk
or email louise@buzz-off.co.uk or
call Louise on 01603 259945 or 07876141153

Brainteasers June 2021
Brainteaser 2 of 5
A sphere has 3, a circle has 2 and a point has none.
What are they?
Answer inside back cover
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Writes...

NATURE’S GIFTS

M

ost of us will be familiar with those wild flowers such
as Snowdrops and Primroses which we can see on the
edge of the villages in early Spring. Some of us may even
be lucky enough to have English Bluebells and Lily of the Valley
appearing in our gardens when the weather conditions are right.
A few years ago, it was Fox Gloves in abundance that suddenly
arrive from nowhere and so it is this year with (Lamium purpureum)
Dead Nettle. The creepy name of this wild edible plant actually
refers to the fact that it doesn’t sting, unlike its cousin the Stinging
Nettle.
Dead Nettle is one of the first wild edibles to make an appearance
in Spring and although it may have been dormant in the soil
for decades, for the first time in twenty years Dead Nettle is
everywhere in my back garden. A little research revealed that
the plant has multiple medicinal purposes: the fresh leaves are
helpful for external wounds or cuts and flavoured with honey, the
plant also makes a good tea and can help treat chills. Its antiinflammatory and astringent properties also make Dead Nettle a
good basic healing salve. I now see the plant as one of nature’s
gifts rather than a troublesome weed.
A recent article in Nature magazine told of scientist William James
Beal, who started an experiment in 1880 and put seeds into 20
time-capsules and dug one up every 5 years to see if they remained
potent. He found that some seeds could still sprout after 25 years.
By April 2021, yet another set of scientists found seeds inside the
capsules that had been buried for 140 years and at least one of
them could still germinate. A recent article in the magazine also
tells of scientist Jane Shen-Miller who decided to radiocarbon date
old seed pods and germinate the seeds inside. She now holds the,
so far, undisputed record for the oldest living seed to germinate
which is over 1000 years old. Dug up in caves in France the seed
was radiocarbon dated to 1288 years old!
It’s interesting to think that seeds for my pretty pink Dead Nettle
‘lawn’ may have come from an ancestor plant which has been
lying dormant in the earth for centuries from a time when much of
our village was open fields and orchards. As I write, I’m finishing
a cup of nettle tea made from this abundant wild plant with a
spoon of Norfolk honey while listening to the gentle buzzing of
the bees. I’m taken back to earlier times when, after a hard day’s
work in the field, village folk may have relaxed with a healing cup
of tea or soothed a painful wound with a Dead Nettle poultice and
listened to the familiar sound of the bees who were so attracted to
this humble plant.

Change in the village as we say goodbye
to the butcher and long-standing grocer and hello to a new shopkeeper at Victoria
Stores

T

his Spring we said goodbye to both our butcher and to Gill
Currie at Victoria Stores. Gill has been a familiar face on
Church Plain for decades, both as the proprietor of Victoria
Stores and her new initiative the teashop Tabnabs. The tea shop
has proved a huge success with villagers and visitors alike and is
now in the hands of Soli who is originally from Turkey.

Behind the mask is our new shopkeeper Sitha

Sitha is the new face at our grocers on the Plain. With parents
originally from Sri Lanka, she grew up in Berlin and speaks fluent
German. Sitha is so pleased with the response and welcome she
has received from villagers and is looking forward to her stay in
Mattishall.
Although we will still see the familiar fresh fruit and vegetables,
bread, milk, cheeses and frozen foods as well as a good selection
of wines and spirits, cakes and sweets at our local shop, the new
shopkeeper says there is more to come.
We have said goodbye to the butcher next door but Victoria
Stores will now take orders for fresh meat from Tony Perkins as
well as stocking familiar hams and sausages. Sitha will also bring
additions to services at the store - introduce a Paypoint Zone, a
mobile top-up-point and we will soon be able to buy lottery tickets
at Victoria Stores.
The listed building, which was first trading as a drapers shop at
the turn of the 19th century and in the hands of local villagers,
Victoria Stores continues to serve Mattishall with a 21st century
global identity: two shopkeepers in the village hail from Sri Lanka,
with a Turkish man serving some great food and a Chinese family
running our fish and chip shop, Mattishall has gone ‘international’.

The Social Club can always be relied on
to provide enjoyable afternoons for all!
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FROM FIELD TO FORK

H

uman consumption of meat dates back to a time before
the domestication of livestock when it was first brought
into our regular diet. The Romans have been credited
with the introduction of much to this country from straight roads,
plumbing, our calendar and butchery which brought a new set
of skills. But while we have much to thank the Romans for, we
now know that ancient Britons had developed their own skills
for the preparation of animals for the table.
In 2003 during excavations in Kent, archaeologists discovered
elephant remains and a vast array of sharp flint tools which
suggested that some sort of butchery must have taken place at
the site. Many of the bones had cut marks that could be likened
to techniques seen today and these from a site that is estimated
to be over 420,000 years old!
In ancient times when the diet of the average peasant consisted
mainly of grains and vegetables; the slaughter of animals
was very much tied to ceremony and rites of passage. Meat
might be sent out to the community to be smoked or salted
for preservation of the precious commodity and remained a
largely local practice. The growth of towns and villages during
Medieval times saw the profession of butchery develop and the
Worshipful Company of Butchers Guild, which still exists today,
was formed in 975 AD.
Preparing the animal, cutting the meat into proper cuts without
waste and practicing high levels of hygiene was paramount to
the tastes and demands of customers. In the Medieval period
meat may have been sold from wagons at local markets leading
to a substantial number of laws enacted with guidelines for
proper management of the product. Selling poor quality or
falsifying weights, was punishable with severe penalties and
butchers found selling rotten meat might be dragged through
the streets, covered in excrement, made to drink sour beer
and slammed in the stocks! The development of towns and
an increasing population moving in from the countryside saw
butchery become commercial and the butcher’s shop was born.
The Census of 1871 showed that here in Mattishall there were
two butchers operating in the village. Some readers may recall
the last change at our butcher's shop which featured in the
summer 2006 issue of Miscellanea when butcher Brian Brightly
was retiring after more than thirty years’ service to the village.
Liz Gilding and Jenny Pennell wrote about the shop and its
early days when it was first run by the Hewitt family from
1908. "The entrance to the shop was by a split door, sited on
the side of the building. The bottom part kept shut to keep the
dogs out. ... There was no counter, just a wooden block in the
middle with two or three butchers walking round you cutting
meat. ... There was a slaughter house at the top of the yard
... Slaughtering took place until about 1955…A lorry used to
also call to take away the animal skins”. Before refrigeration
meat would be stored in the cellar and "In winter, when
it was not in use for meat storage, dahlia tubers, apples etc.
would be stored down there. ... Chickens and rabbits were very
rarely sold as country people kept their own.”
In recent times, the skills and techniques of the butcher have
grown into a distinct professional service that requires a long
period of study and it takes at least three years of training to
become a qualified butcher. Butchery Traineeship, allowing
learners to gain skills and qualifications in demand by today’s
butchers, along with valuable work experience to boost their
CV can be found in Mattishall at Poultec in Southgreen.
The butchers shop today has become a popular location for
quality meat, personal service and a local expert who could
recommend meats and recipes. These qualities were certainly
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the case at the
Mattishall
butcher’s
shop which was in the
hands of Tony Perkins
for more than twelve
years. It is sad to see
that the shop closed
in May and the future
of the butcher’s shop,
such a familiar site in
the village for more
than a hundred years,
is now in doubt.
Butcher Tony Perkins
writes:
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r Hewitt's
Plain in Mattishall.
Come the end of th
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e day,
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due to a number of
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t was
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inue a new long lea
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old so structurally
elf is very
that does create so
me challenges with
Also, we have all se
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en a shift due to th
e covid situation wi
sales and home de
th online
liveries.
Mattishall is a grea
t village. We have
had some lovely cu
there and a great
stomers
community as well.
It's such a shame,
have just come to
but we
the end.
Despite the closure
, customers could
still buy products
shops in Dereham
from our
and Attleborough
as well as order on
delivered.
line to be
Above all I wanted
to express my than
ks to customers, su
and staff.
ppliers
"Thank you so
much for the 12
years that you ha
supporting us and
ve been
we are sorry that
we are not able to
with the little shop
continue
. But the overwhelm
ing thing is Thank
You."

Brainteasers June 2021
Brainteaser 3 of 5
What can explode slowly, with no smoke or flame?
Answer inside back cover
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AN UNHEALTHY OBSESSION

I

have often been charged (socially, not in court) with being a
man of unhealthy obsessions and all that I can say is that it
is sadly true. One of them was the idea of massage, though
really and truly until two years ago I never did anything about it.

Had this been a martial arts contest, as it had felt to me, she
would have been something like 93 nil in front. She inclined her
head. ‘That was good.’ Again, I was unsure if it was a question,
a boast or a statement of fact and so I just bowed respectfully.

After what seemed like a hundred years of toil in a local
solicitors’ practice I had retired and what better way to mark the
escape than to go somewhere I had never been. That is how I
ended up in an amazing spa resort in Thailand with a couple of
complementary vouchers in my hand for the massage services
of the health centre.

Back at the reception area there was little effort to hide their
glee. ‘Mr William,’ they said, exchanging glances, ‘You have a
second voucher. Same again tomorrow?’ Why did I never learn
the art of saying ‘no’ and backing down?

The night before had been overindulgent in an enjoyable kind
of way and so I phoned down to reception to arrange a little
healthy penance. Don’t forget to bring your ‘voucher’ I was told.
So, later that morning, voucher in hand, I presented myself at
the Spa and Wellbeing Centre. The receptionist looked at me
appraisingly. ‘Ah,’ she said with more meaning than is contained
in many long novels, and then again for good measure, ‘Aha.’
She looked over her glasses and told me ‘Westerners will find
traditional Thai massage a little too much to take. Very strong
fingers, very sharp elbows and quite ruthless really.’ That did
not dismay me. It seemed a very accurate description of most of
the lawyers with whom I had worked over the years. ‘For only
fifteen pounds you can upgrade your voucher from free Thai
massage to an oil and aromatics session. Smoother and more
suitable for you.’
An experienced traveller like me recognises an empty sales pitch
when he hears one, and so with the confidence of a man who
knows better, I booked myself in for traditional massage with Ria
the next morning. As I left the two receptionists turned to each
other and smiled.
After a sleepless night I presented myself at the appointed
time and was led to a small changing room to slip into the
appropriate gear, modest pants and what looked remarkably
like a lightweight judo suit. I banged the gong with a confidence
that I did not really feel and out of nowhere Ria was beside me.

The next day Ria once more led me to her treetop torture
chamber. ‘Yesterday just medium,’ she beamed at me. ‘Today
a bit more, I think.’
I will spare you the awful details. In truth I have no wish to bring
them back to mind. The scars of those memories are still too raw.
Think of how an exhibitionist Italian chef bashes, pulls and prods
a lump of dough before spinning it into a thin pizza base. Think
rat being shaken by terrier. Think kitten in a spin drier, and you
will get somewhere near just the outer edge of the horrors of that
next hour.
At the end Ria again pronounced ‘That was good,’ and the
judges scored it 847 nil in her favour. Chastened, I drank green
tea and healing herbs with the receptionists and behind their
bright smiles and friendly conversation was the clear message
‘That is what happens to tightwads who don’t upgrade their
vouchers.’
I stumbled away in a daze, surprised to be alive and even more
surprised to find that I had more flexibility and less joint and
muscle pain than at any time in the last twenty years. I was also
well and truly cured of that particular obsession.
William Barr

MATTISHALL BOWLS CLUB

We tripped up a flight of stairs into the treetops where we came
to a covered platform. The floor was thickly padded and from the
central beam hung a selection of heavy ropes. It was something
between a martial arts hall and an execution chamber.
Before and after the session Ria was diminutive and demure, but
none of that described what happened next.
‘You are ready?’ and as soon as the word ‘Yes’ was out of my
mouth I found myself pinned to the mat. I was pummelled and
pulled, turned this way and that. One minute I was spreadeagled like a stranded starfish, and the next scrunched up like a
piece of waste paper. My feet felt as if they had been taken to
pieces and roughly reassembled. One leg found itself above my
head while the other was lost somewhere at the far end of the
room. Elbows and fingers were dug harshly into places which
had lain unmolested for years, but had now become a well of
pain.
She paused for a moment and I heard the words ‘This is hurting’.
I didn’t know if it was a question or a statement of fact and so
decided that silence was the best policy. Like playing dead
when attacked by a bear.
The next thing I knew I had been flipped like a burger and was
flat on my back with a cloth over my face, and the action began
in earnest. Joints which had served me perfectly well with their
limited range of movement were stretched and twisted. Strong
hands and feet and sharp knees, elbows and knuckles all went
to work boring and gouging, leaving me weeping gently into
the towel.

We invite new players to come
along and give the game a try.
- Playing in 3 local leagues
- Players of all ages
- Friendly, sociable atmosphere
- Equipment & tuition provided
- Good links with the Social club
- Open day Saturday
3rd July
2pm – 4pm.
All Welcome!
South Green, Mattishall, NR20 3JY
For more information
: Alan (01362) 858211

After a week or so it all went quiet and Ria helped me to my feet.
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The day the badger came to stay.

E

arly on Sunday morning, as we were taking our dog for her
walk, we rounded the side of the house to be confronted
with a pile of bantam feathers. My first thought was ‘Oh
no’ the chickens have been attacked by a fox. We found one of
the bantams dead in the chicken run and lots of feathers so I casually crept towards the hen house and there, curled up asleep
and snoring, was a badger!
I couldn’t believe it, I’d never seen a live badger in all my years
of living in the countryside and here was one in front of me. I
closed the door and went to take the dog for a walk. I thought
when I got back it’ll be gone but it was still there. I carried on
with my normal daily routine checking on the badger occasionally thinking it was sleeping off its meal then it would leave.
It was still there at dusk so I positioned myself so I could watch
it leave. It went down the ramp of the hen house and then up
again, wagging its tail as it went. (Turns out it wasn’t happy but
spraying its scent!). I watched until it was too dark to see but still
the badger stayed.
The next morning, I went to have a look, thinking the badger
would have left in the night but it was still there.
And the next morning it was still there!
On the third day of its residency, we decided to call the Badger
Trust. They came quickly and managed after a bit of coercion, to
entice it into a cage. They said it may be a young male pushed
out of the family sett or it could have been dumped in Mattishall
by badger baiters. I talked to the Badger trust about cleaning
the hen house but they said badgers are very clean animals,
they dig a poo hole away from the sett and use it until it is full,
then cover it up and start another one. Sure enough, a few feet
away we found the poo hole!
They then took it to PACT animal sanctuary for their Vet to have
a good look at it.
This is their report :-

Out of four chickens - one survived. After a week of going ‘off
the lay’ she is back laying an egg a day. We couldn’t find any
evidence of the cockerel’s demise so wondered what had happened to him. The next day we were talking to Heather, a dog
walking friend, she said she had seen a cockerel round Orchard
Road. The Garner family were looking after it. We went to have
a look and it was our cockerel. He seemed pleased to be home.
We have since bought him four more Bantam hens so he’s back
strutting around the garden.
It was a sad day for our chickens but I felt very privileged to view
a badger in such close proximity. I was very impressed with the
Badger Trust turning out so promptly and for PACT for checking
out the badger to make an informed decision about what to do
next.
David Hicks
Welgate
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Desert Island Discs

W

hen I was invited to contribute to the popular
Desert Island Discs series for Miscellanea my initial
enthusiasm was followed by the nail-biting reality of
what to include from the rich variety of music I’ve enjoyed. The
short piece could not be a tell-all profile from my more than 60
years of music appreciation and there were inevitably details I’d
have to omit.
I was born in post-war Newcastle-upon-Tyne. Yes, I’m a real
Geordie and though I’ve never had much of an accent, I can do
an excellent delivery as only a real Geordie can. I suppose my
lack of the Geordie twang is because my language developed
during afternoons in my earliest childhood spent with mammy
(who had very little accent herself) sitting on her knee and
hearing stories on the radio from Daphne Oxenford’s ’Listen with
Mother’. Daphne told these tales in ‘received pronunciation’
which was the BBC style in the 1950’s. But today the Geordie
accent can be heard across the media and might even be
considered ‘cool’ – a term incidentally from the 1950’s beat
culture. What goes around comes around?
1. “The Karelia Suite” - Jean Sibelius. This piece will
always remind me of studies and preparing for them. I loved my
early teens and my Grammar School years when my favourite
music was mostly classical. I enjoyed listening to Schubert and
Sibelius in my bedroom on my portable Dansette record player.
I also enjoyed poetry and won the poetry recital competition at
school with T. S. Elliot’s Macavity the Mystery Cat (which I read
on a children’s TV programme). Singing in the school choir
and playing the part of Cherubino in my school production of
Mozart’s Marriage of Figaro marked the end of my school years
and the big changes of moving house and beginning an HND in
Business Studies at Newcastle College of Commerce.
2. “The Times They Are A’Changin’” by Bob Dylan.
Dylan said that the song was influenced by the Irish and Scottish
ballads ‘Come All Ye Bold Highway Men’, ‘Come All Ye Tender
Hearted Maidens’. I chose this particularly as it highlights those
student years when I was a member the local Folk Club and
served on the College Entertainments Committee. It reflects a
phase in that post-war youth culture which saw me enjoying new
music in the changing world of the ‘Swinging 60’s’ when the
Beatles had replaced Beethoven.
As a member of the Entertainments Committee at College I
got invites to some great concerts and back-stage interviews
including one with the Rolling Stones and Ike and Tina Turner
who were touring together and performing at Newcastle City
Hall. Leaving college armed with certificates, secretarial skills
and confidence, I set off for a new life in London.
3. “Suzanne” by Leonard Cohen. I arrived in in the
capitol at the end of the 1960’s when it was still ‘swinging’.
I shared a flat in fashionable Swiss Cottage with my college
chum who introduced me to the haunting music and poetry of
Leonard Cohen. There was plenty of work at this time for a
young secretary with good communication skills and I took the
job as front of house and PA to the interior designers Robin and
Tricia Guild who had a large design store in Hampstead. Their
clients were from the film and music industries and included Joan
Collins (Tricia’s cousin) and Maurice Gibb and Lulu who had
recently moved to the area and whose house the company redesigned. The newly-weds were neighbours of Ringo Starr and
his wife Maureen whose nursery we decorated.
4. “Let it Be” by the Beatles. I had to have some Beatles
music on the list; they were so much part of my early years. They
launched their own record label Apple protecting their music
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and by-passing the music publishers
of the Tin Pan Allie era as did Elton
John with his Rocket Records and the
Bee Gees manager Robert Stigwood
with RSO. Advances in recording
technology could be seen as marking
the period as the industrialization of
music business.

Eileen Conway

5. “In a Broken Dream” by
Australian group Python Lee Jackson. I suppose I have
to take this to the island. Although I don’t especially like the song,
it is so relevant to my time in London. The 1970’s saw the growth
of the independent record label including Youngblood Records.
I worked at Youngblood as a label coordinator, making sure that
there were enough records produced by our distributor CBS to
allow for any hits and we did have one big one during my time
with the company. ‘In a Broken Dream’ reached the top 10 in
1972 thanks not least to its vocals by Rod Stewart who made
the recording while working as a session musician before his
huge success.

6. “Take a Walk on the Wild Side” by Lou Reed.
Still involved in the music business in 1973, I shared a flat with
my Canadian friend Maureen who worked for David Bowie’s
management ‘Mainman’. She included me in loads of invitations
to concerts and special performances across London. I look
on this as my concert time: Genesis, Richie Havens, The Who
and Pinball Wizard and Van Morrison were some memorable
one’s not forgetting meeting Barbara Streisand and of course
spending time with Bowie. I couldn’t do much better than those
for name-dropping and it seemed it might be the end of an era
for me.

Chris Baile
Brickwork
Specialist in all aspects of brickwork
including:

Historic and Restoration
Flint work
New Build
Extensions
Telephone:
Email:

07723 094836

chrisbaile@hotmail.com
Please visit my website

chrisbaile.com

Miscellanea

7. “Changes” by David Bowie. 1973 saw me embark on
a mini-Grand Tour with Maureen. We started in Athens visiting
the Acropolis of course and lots of tavernas. Then by ferry to the
island Hydra in the Peloponnese where Maureen had previously
lived and where Leonard Cohen also had a house. After two
weeks on Hydra we returned to Athens and took a boat through
the Corinth Canal to Brindisi in Italy then on to Florence and
Rome then home to England and a change of jobs.
The trip marked the end of my time in the music business and
a move to publishing. I worked as PA to the general manager
of United Newspapers in Fleet Street where we shared offices
with Punch and Private Eye magazines. I remember the Punch
Lunches well when journalists of the time such as Robin Day and
Katherine Whitehorn had some good food some of which was
prepared by Prue Leith’s outside catering company. This was
also a changing time for the Newspaper industry with the advent
of new technology and another move for me. But change is
never easy. A new identity? Maybe.
8. “Hotel California” by the Eagles. “You can check
out any time you like but you can never leave” the lyrics say
and that’s just how I felt about life in England in 1979 when
Margaret Thatcher came to power accompanied by massive
unemployment and social unrest. But I did check out and
leave. I took a job in Munich where I worked as a sub-editor
on a scientific journal which published articles in German and
English. My schoolgirl German soon improved and I became
immersed in a different culture with a strong work ethic.
9. “What’s Going On?” by Marvin Gaye. Marvin
Gaye’s lyrics to ’What’s Going On’ seem just as pertinent for
today’s world when we are still suffering war and political unrest
and now the horror of a new Pandemic. In Munich, being away
from England and the British media allowed me to view things
with fresh eyes and make my own judgements again. I was in
a serious place at a serious time when the Berlin Wall was still
standing and Britain was going to war in the Falklands.

Are you fed-up with doing the same old walks?
Walking in Norfolk www.walkinginengland.co.uk/norfolk is the
website for you!
With hundreds of walks to download and print, free, it also has
books of walks, contact details for all the walking groups in the
county and much more. Whether you want to walk on your own
or with a group all the information is there in one place.
John said ‘There is so much walking information on the web but it
is difficult to find. Walking in Norfolk (part of the Walking in
England suite of websites (www.walkinginengland.co.uk) – one
for each county in England) has brought it together in one place so
whether you are walking from home, or away on holiday, you will
be able to find a walk suitable for you’.
With walks from half a mile to twelve miles plus long, and a note
of suitability for pushchairs and wheelchairs, everyone can find a
walk to enjoy.
So, home or away, check out the website and get walking!
John Harris
www.walkinginengland.co.uk
email: john@walkinginengland.co.uk

Although I have many happy memories of my five years in
Germany, I was often reminded that I was a foreigner, something
I’d never experienced before. I felt I was losing that English/
Geordie identity and humour - German humour is very ‘slapstick’
and really humour does not translate. Even the weather forecast
in continental Europe can be boring and is no match for our
island climate! Who would have thought that you could miss the
British weather!!! It was time for another change. It was time to
go home. But my time spent in Munich offered me new insight
into what it meant to be British which to me now says Variety!
I’ve been back in England for more than thirty years now and
was surprised to meet a scientist in Norwich recently who
had been a visitor to the scientific institute where I worked in
Germany. We were both amused to think that we might have
even eaten in the same canteen at the same time! Coincidences,
fate? Who knows?
10. “Don’t worry be Happy” by Bobby McFerrin. This
has got to be the bottom line especially for all the anxiety and
depression that the last year has brought for many. In the end
we have to face acceptance. The 19th century prayer Grant me
to wisdom to accept the things I cannot change, the courage to
change the things I can and the wisdom to know the difference.
‘ Learn to change and meet new requirements, believing it can
only be good and all will be well’ seems a happy conclusion to
this brief biography.

Summer 2021
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MATTISHALL VOLUNTEER HUB
Good Neighbour Scheme

W

hen I suggested setting up Mattishall Volunteer Hub
to offer support during the first lockdown I, like many
others, had assumed that we might be needed for a
matter of weeks - a month or two at most. Unbelievably, in March
2021 Mattishall Volunteer Hub celebrated a whole year as the
Covid-19 response team for Mattishall and Welborne!
In total, over that time, our team of amazing volunteers
successfully completed 710 tasks for local residents who were
affected by the pandemic situation - and we are still going! I
know that many people have been going out of their way to
help their family, friends and neighbours without belonging to
an organised scheme but the number of jobs undertaken, and
the overwhelming appreciation that we’ve received from the
recipients of our help, has definitely justified MVH’s rôle in our
community.
Now, at last, the sun is shining and, thanks to the national
vaccination programme and the gradual easing of the pandemic
restrictions, our once busy workload has reduced to a mere
trickle. Of course, this is very good news! It means that many of
the neighbours who we have been supporting are now able to
resume their normal routines.
However, MVH has identified an ongoing need for general and
one-off support for some members of our community. There are
neighbours, especially some of our older residents, who have
lost confidence due to the pandemic; those whose health and
well-being have deteriorated or who have been bereaved. There
will always be neighbours, regardless of age, becoming ill,
incapacitated or lonely; returning home from hospital or who
are carers themselves and not able to get out easily.
Therefore, in order to continue to provide free practical and
social support to any of our neighbours who might need it,
the plan is to keep MVH going forward as a permanent Good
Neighbour Scheme.
MVH was set up and is run ‘on a shoestring’ so we couldn’t have
done it without the support of Community Action Norfolk. They
not only provide free practical help that we would not otherwise
have the funds for - such as insurance, training and DBS checks
- but they also provide advice and moral support. All of this
has been invaluable to me, as Project Coordinator, and to the
volunteers as, although we are a team, we’ve all had to pretty
much work ‘in isolation’ over the past year or so.
From their base in Dereham CAN coordinate and support local
Good Neighbour Schemes across the county, some of which
have been running for many years. Being able to network with,
and learn from, them will help us enormously as we now join
their illustrious ranks!

Christian Aid 2021

W

hen I received the info in February I sounded out a
couple of enthusiasts. One was a definite no and the
other was I would rather not. So I thought we did not
have a collection last year we will miss this year as well. Then at
the beginning of April I had another A4 letter the gist of which
was charities are having a bad time please do something if
you can. I explained the situation to past collectors and let them
decide if they wished to collect. In 2019 we had 19 collectors
this year 10.
Not all monies are in yet but so far the collection amounts to
£1083.25. In 2019 it was £1424. I would like to thank all
those who collected or helped in any way and all those who
gave so generously Thank you very much.
Fred Garner

Most importantly though, MVH Good Neighbour Scheme is very
much a community project and, as such, we would really like to
invite you to come and find out more about what we do and to
share your thoughts and suggestions.
As I write, the June 21 deadline for the end of the pandemic
restrictions is still hanging in the balance but I am hoping to
arrange an informal get-together in the next month or two.
Watch out for further details on social media and around the
village and I look forward to being able to welcome you to what
will be Mattishall Volunteer Hub’s first ever face-to-face meeting!
Helen Brook
Project Coordinator
Mattishall Volunteer Hub
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WE ARE NOW STARTING UP AGAIN
FIRST SATURDAY EVERY MONTH
9.00 am—10.30 am
ALL SAINTS’ CHURCH

Telephone: 01760 722168
Mobile: 07785 746682
email: joesisto@aol.com

MATTISHALL
Calling all dads and male carers.
Come and have a fun time with your
children.
Bacon rolls/toast/hot and cold drinks
to enjoy
…..and plenty of toys
Ages 0 to School Yr 1
£2.00 per family

Heart Healthy Exercise Classes

Mondays 9.30 – 10.30 and 10.45 – 11.45am,
Tuesdays 6 – 7pm, Wednesdays 10 – 11am Mattishall Memorial Hall
Keep your heart healthy with low impact exercise classes.
GP referral available.
For more info or to join contact Sue: 07786974907
suebennett21@btinternet.com

Summer 2021
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TUFTED INTERIORS
39 Norwich Street
Dereham
Tel: 01362 695632

WE DON’T DABBLE
WE SPECIALISE IN FLOORING
With over 35 years experience in
the flooring trade selling, laying and
surveying, plus our vast selection
of patterns in every type of flooring,
come to the specialists.
• Domestic homes only
• Materials supplied on site
LOVE
• Car not essential
• Permanent work / same home weekly CLEANING?
• Hours / days to suit candidate
SELF EMPLOYED
• Police check and references required
CLEANERS
REQUIRED!

01603 672933

So for all Your Carpet, Vinyls etc. Consult

THE EXPERTS
HOME VISITS ARRANGED DAY,
EVENING OR WEEKEND TO SUIT
CLOSED ALL DAY WEDNESDAY

www.cleanersrus.co.uk karen@cleanersrus.co.uk

PMR HAULAGE LTD

22 FARROW CLOSE MATTISHALL
DEREHAM NORFOLK NR20 3SZ

07702 455 975
01362 850892
reynolds.t@hotmail.co.uk

TRACy REyNOLDS
Delivery of all types of

SHINGLE, SAND, BALLAST, HOGGIN,
HARDCORE & TOPSOIL
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THE MALTA DEBACLE – DISASTER OR NOT?

F

ifty years ago, we had been living in Malta and working
with the Service Children’s Schools for five years. We were
happily settled in a Maltese house, near the sea. We had
lovely neighbours and a pleasant way of life. The Army paid
for our accommodation and Bill’s salary and we had a ‘foreign
service allowance’ from which we were saving for a house in
England. And then everything changed.
Dom Mintoff became Prime Minister of Malta and Wikipedia
describes him as ‘an anticolonialist revolutionary’. Mintoff wanted
Malta to become a republic and, as a first move, he wanted all
British troops to leave the island. From early December 1971
there were rumblings, which we tried to ignore as Mintoff began
negotiations/threats with the British Government. Arguments
raged in the local press both for (Labour press) and against
(Nationalist press) the ousting of British troops.
Despite this, the announcement on December 29th 1971, that all
British troops must leave the island by January 3rd 1972, came
as a complete shock. That, of course would include ourselves
as ‘civilians attached’. Bill went to a briefing to find out what
was to happen.
We went to a party at a friend’s flat on ‘the Patch’ (Army barracks)
on New Year’s Eve. The only difference from a normal visit to
the Patch was an armed guard at the entrance. Later, we were
to hear from our worried families in UK that the British press was
reporting tanks in the streets – we never saw tanks in the streets.
There was no violence and many Maltese people deplored its
government’s policy.
Early in the New Year, flat-pack packing cases were delivered
to our house, with instructions to pack them and then phone a
given number for our names to be put on a flight list. Suddenly it
was all very real. We faced a return to UK in the middle of the
winter, with three children aged 7, 5 and 3, no job and nowhere
to live. Fortunately, my mother-in-law lived on the ground floor
of a large house and let the first floor as a flat to supplement
her income. The flat was vacant and so we could move in. We
hoped Bill could register for supply teacher work.

Packing proceeded apace, with the added difficulty of the
children diving into the partly filled crates to retrieve toys they
still wanted to play with. Eventually the crates were full and
screwed down and we phoned the given number. The day the
crates were collected sticks in my memory. A naval lorry arrived
to collect them, manned by an officer and several ratings, the
latter being the worst for wear as householders were offering
them tots of duty-free rum/whisky/gin/brandy to fortify them for
the task. By the time they got to us, few were standing!
We were put on a flight on 11th January, 1972. Arriving at
a cold, wet Brize Norton, we were met by a friend who lived
nearby and put up overnight before travelling to mother-in-law’s
in Surrey the following day. The bottom had fallen out of our
world and we didn’t know what the future would hold.
Fortunately, Bill did pick up supply teaching work. We heard
nothing from the Army for some time as the Government
continued to negotiate with Mintoff. Would they offer us another
teaching post elsewhere with the Service Schools or not?
The children settled into a local school and nursery and
tentatively we began to make plans. It seemed sensible to buy
a house whilst we were in England. I was planning to take
teaching qualifications on our return and Bill wanted to upgrade
his qualifications, so we began to look around the country for
an area which would fulfil both ambitions and where we could
afford to buy a house. Surrey, our county of birth, was far too
expensive. And so, we happened upon Robert Key Drive,
Mattishall. I could attend Keswick Hall for teacher training from
there and Bill could extend his qualifications by studying during
the week at the Cambridge Institute. The children could attend
the primary school.

The following weeks were taken up with applications for the
courses and estate agents/solicitors/surveyors/mortgage
brokers. It all fell into place and we moved into Mattishall on
14th April, 1972. About a month later, the Malta situation was
resolved and, on May 25th, we returned to the same house in
Malta to finish our contract. The whole street was out to greet
us and we felt really welcomed. Our house in Robert Key Drive
was let for a year. So it was that in July 1973 we finally moved
back to England permanently and have lived in Mattishall ever
since.
What had seemed to be a disaster had in fact done us a good
turn because 1972 was at the time of gazumping and had we
not bought our house then, we could not have afforded it a few
months later, as the price had gone up by 50%!
Anna English
Anna’s article could have been disastrous but turned out anything
but.
Do you have a story to tell?
Did a potential disaster result in a fortuitous conclusion?
Email your story to miscadvert@yahoo.com - we all like to read
about happy endings

Summer 2021
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CHIMNEY SPECIALIST
Brian Lansdale
BUILDER
9 Cherry Tree Close

MATTISHALL
Dereham

MOB: 07799355146
Home: 01362 288068
brianlansdale@gmail.com
lansdalechimneybuildersandrepairs.co.uk

Ten Pin
Bowling

Quizzes

Scrabble

Walks

Refreshments

Garden Meeting

**********
We are arranging
Outdoor Meetings
in July and August
but restarting our
normal meetings
on Wednesday 8th
September.
Providing Covid
19 restrictions are
lifted.

Speakers

Bridge Club

********
For more
information
please contact
either
Jackie Tooke
01362 858447
or
Pat Hamilton
01362 850286
**********

MATTISHALL W.I.
INSPIRING WOMEN
OF ALL AGES
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BISHY BARNABEES DAY
NURSERY

SOUTH GREEN PARK, MATTISHALL

We offer quality home from home care and
education for children aged between 6
weeks to the end of Primary School
We run from a purpose built building with
ample free parking and two large gardens
Full Ofsted Registered
Pre-School open 08:00 – 18:00
Government Funding available for 3 & 4 Year Olds
Various sessions and hours available to suit your
family

For Further Details Please Contact:
Louise or Julie on
01362 850947
Or visit our website at
www.bishybarnabees.co.uk
Miscellanea

youth

!

The Centre Section Dedicated To Young People in Our Area

1st Mattishall & District Scout Group
Scout HQ – On the grounds of the Mattishall Primary School

Through a fun youth activity programme we try to prepare young people with skills for life.
We encourage our young people to do more, learn more and be more.
******

Scouting is for GIRLS and BOYS aged 6 – 14

******

GROUP NEWS
Woody Bear’s Beaver Scout Report.

C

hief Scouts Bronze Awards presented to Isaac, Jack,
Thomas and Sam. New Beavers have joined and enjoyed outdoor activities that have included bouldering,
crossbows, nerf guns, stomp rockets, wide game, hopscotch and
other games. Badger is planning a hike and den building, more
Chief Scouts Awards, and lots of other badges for all the Beavers, it has been so nice to be back.

Cubs have been working really hard since our return at Easter,
and they should be very proud of themselves for what they have
achieved. As part of learning about the world around us, we
made a giant world scout badge from pasta and investigated
fair trade. The cubs enjoyed trying some fairtrade trade chocolate! We have also started learning 1st aid – the cubs where
challenge to wear gloves and open a plaster to put on themselves which had some interesting results.
The rest of our meetings this term are going to be focused on
trying out some new, fun activities and introduce other locations.
We are having an adventure day at our Garvestone campsite
where we will be practising our fire lighting and outdoor cooking as it would appear food is very important to a cub! We will
also be trying our hand at tomahawk throwing and air riffles.
After all that adventure, we will finish our term with a day out at
the local activity center for a day of crate staking, pedal go carts
and finally getting wet at a canoeing session.

Summer 2021

Scouts have been enjoying being back together outdoors this
term, working towards their
Skills and Outdoor Challenge
badges. This has involved
a weekly fitness session and
home skills practice, fitness
levels were then challenged
with a 6 mile hike from the from the north of Dereham back to
Mattishall via North Tuddenham. We also had a wide game at
Poppies Wood, Pioneering and Axe & Saw skills session.
These are the ‘normal’ session
timings but currently things are
being run differently due to restrictions.
BEAVER SCOUTS – GIRLS
AND BOYS AGED 6 - 8,
TUESDAYS
6.15 – 7.30PM
CONTACT SU MCKINNELL
– 07514 032678
CUB SCOUTS – GIRLS AND BOYS
AGED 8 – 10, WEDNESDAYS
7 – 8.30PM
CONTACT Emma Day – email :
eeyore41983@aol.com
SCOUTS - GIRLS AND BOYS
AGED 10 – 14, MONDAYS
7 – 9PM
CONTACT ANN FUTTER –
ann.futter@live.co.uk
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R

ed Class (Reception) have been learning about the
natural things around them. They have been planting a
variety of different seeds including beans and potatoes.
They have been taking notice of the changes that have been
happening over time in our outdoor environment.

In Yellow Class we have been learning about ‘Marvellous
Mattishall’ in our Geography topic. We walked around
Mattishall and identified the different features. We have
created maps of the village and a key. We watched the traffic
and identified the different types of vehicles and the amount
of traffic that went past. Additionally, we have created
leaflets about the village and carried out some research on
the computers. Altogether, we have had lots of fun exploring
the local area and learning lots about it!
Year 3 have been exploring the benefits of nature on your
own well-being and exploring how to protect and look after
their natural environment. As part of our Life Skills curriculum
the children went on a litter pick exercise around the school
grounds. This taught the children aspects of health and safety
and risk assessing an environment. Year 3 then discussed
the positive impact it had, on their own well-being as well as
the pride they had in their own school and also the negative
impact that litter has on nature.
During the spring term the Year 4 children studied the
ancient Egyptians. They really enjoyed making Canopic Jars,
sarcophagus’ and Death Masks.

In Year 1 Orange Class
our topic is “Our Bit of
the Planet”. We have
been learning through
two wonderful books;
Greta and the Giants
by Zoe Tucker and 10
Things I Can Do to Help
My World by Melanie Walsh. Both books helped us to get
an idea of how humans can impact the planet positively and
negatively. We have been learning that we are all part of
nature which all works together. We have written letters to
“The Giants” pretending to be Greta and written responses
from the Giants to Greta acknowledging what they could to
stop harming the planet so much. We also made posters to
tell people about some of the small and easy things they can
do to help our world. Lastly, we wrote poems to make people
think about whether they are doing enough of these things to
help the world we love, stay a lovely place for all of nature,
including us. Here are some of our posters…
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Year 5 have been working really hard on their mini dance
show, that they will be performing on the 27th of May.
The theme is Disney. We have made great use of our new
outdoor stage where the show will be held. The children have
had to work really well as a team to put the whole dance
together and support each other throughout. Everyone seems
to have really enjoyed practising so far and they can’t wait
to perform. They have also been creating their costumes by
spray painting their white t-shirts.

Miscellanea

The children in Year 6 have been learning about the Ancient
Greeks this term. We explored how Hoplite soldiers were
trained and equipped to fight in battle formation, created
shield designs and bravely fought the Romans (Year 3) on the
school’s field.

Mattishall Primary School have adopted the 5 Ways to
Wellbeing
1. Connect with People Around You
2. Be Active
3. Take Notice
4. Keep Learning Every Day
5. Acts of Kindness
We are currently focusing on ‘Take Notice’ encouraging
the children to be aware of the world around them; being
curious, enjoying the moment and being grateful for the
simple things in their life.
We acknowledged Mental Health Awareness week (10th –
14th) May which focused on nature this year. Children from
all classes were encouraged to complete some activities in
the outdoor environment and think about the impact it had on
their mental health and wellbeing.

Summer 2021

The whole school took part in a ‘Calm Day’ where they
learnt some breathing techniques to support mindfulness.
The children are reminded that mindfulness helps us to TAKE
NOTICE - being in the moment - noticing everything around
you.
A note from the Headteacher:
This term has been amazing. It is so nice to have all
of our children back in school, with the school feeling
vibrant and some form of normality beginning to take
shape. A school is not a school without children! We have
been celebrating the children's lockdown experiences
and moving their learning forward, trying to fill in any
gaps as we go. Where possible we have tried to use the
outdoor space and we are so lucky as a school to have
such a lovely environment for the children to make use
of. This is made all the better by the fact that the school
grounds are showing signs of Spring, although delayed,
we have greenery sprouting and it's an ideal time for
planting. We also have a new outdoor performance area
which we are looking forward to using for our dance
performance on May 27th. This will be the first time
parents have been able to come into the school grounds
to watch their children perform for well over a year and
half! We also have lots of exciting things planned for
the second half of the Summer term, where parents can
come and enjoy their children's achievements. All we
need now is some nice weather.
Mr Chapman

Kids Quiz

(for Primary School children)

Please email your answers to miscadvert@yahoo.com by Sunday,
18th July. Don’t forget to include your full name and age.
Winning entry will win a £5 voucher from Starlings
Toys Shop
1. In which film do you find the character Simba?
2. What animal is called canine?
3. What colour is M from McDonalds?
4. What do you call ice that shifts slowly down a
mountain?
5. What do you call a young wolf?
6. Do Eskimos live in the north pole or south pole?
7. What will the day after tomorrow be if yesterday
was Sunday?
8. Do fish close their eyes when they sleep?
9. What is the most eaten food in the world?
10. What is a black mamba?
11. A ‘747” is a type of what?
12. How many years in a decade?
Answers to Spring quiz:
1. Fish, 2. Sausage and Yorkshire
pudding or batter, 3. Haribo, 4. To
the left, 5. 31, 6. 47, 7. Germany,
8. True, 9. One (March), 10. Doc,
Dopey, Bashful, Grumpy, Sleepy,
Sneezy and Happy, 11. 21, 12.
Apple (the others are vegetables)
Our lucky winner of the £5 voucher
is Daisy Knights, age 8 –
Well Done Daisy!
19
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01362 858753

www.andyshepherdkitchens.co.uk

Kitchens - Bedrooms

Andy Shepherd Kitchen Designer Ltd

Contact
Debbie or Ruth on
01362 850409
rockinghorse.daycare@yahoo.co.uk

‘where good is not enough’

Rockinghorse Daycare, in Mattishall, provides quality care for
children between the ages of 3 months and 5 years. We also
provide additional facilities for school-age children in the form of
‘Stallions’ our Breakfast, After- School and Holiday Club.
Open 8.00 a.m. – 6.00 p.m. Monday to Friday, 51 weeks of the
year (excluding Bank Holidays.)
15 & 30 hours Early Years Free Entitlement available.
Tax free childcare and childcare vouchers accepted.

Kitchens - Bedrooms

Daycare

ANDY SHEPHERD KITCHEN DESIGNER LTD

Rockinghorse
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MATTISHALL YOUTH FOOTBALL CLUB
IF YOU WISH TO PLAY FOOTBALL IN A FUN, FRIENDLY
ATMOSPHERE THEN PLEASE CHECKOUT OUR WEBSITE
AND CONTACT ONE OF OUR TEAM MANAGERS.

MATTISHALL YOUTH F.C.
Following an ‘on-off-on-off-on’ season, our teams have either
completed their fixtures or are nearing completion of their
fixtures.
The Under 14’s finished runners-up in their league in an
extremely tight affair – they were leading the league into the
last game but having already played all their games they
were unable to do anything to stop the nearest team pipping
them at the post.
The Under 11’s have had a great winning streak and are
looking to finish towards the top of their grouping.
The Under 10’s have also enjoyed a great run and are hoping
to top it off with a cup final appearance.
The Under 10’s Development team have had some good
results and have gained further valuable experience for the
future.

• BE PART OF A FRIENDLY TEAM
• LEVEL 1 QUALIFIED COACHES
• OPPORTUNITY TO SIGN FOR TRAINING AND/OR MATCHES
• ALL TEAMS IN FA AFFILIATED LEAGUES

Under the stewardship of Toby, we have had a good number
of younger players attend Sunday training sessions and
following on from this a new Under 7’s team will be entering
the league next year.
We hope to be able to provide further positive news in the
next issue – in the meantime we would congratulate Norwich
City on their return to the Premier League and wish everyone

www.clubwebsite.co.uk/mattishallyfc

All The Best In Football.
Paul Reeson

RE-OPENING SUMMER
2021

Summer 2021
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Senior Slot
Creative
Activities
for Older People: InPerson and Through
the Post

H

i, arts and community
development
charity
Creative Arts East here.
We previously contributed to
Miscellanea earlier this year
to talk about the free Creative Wellbeing postal packs
we’ve been offering to all older people across Norfolk and
beyond. These have been hugely successful in helping promote
connection and creativity, and in combatting feelings of isolation
and loneliness during what has been a very difficult time for
many.
These packs are part of the
‘Our Day Out’ project.
Before the pandemic, this
project involved us running fun,
friendly, in-person music
and
dance
sessions,
taking place twice-monthly in
8 locations across Norfolk:
Dereham, Thetford, Watton,
Attleborough, Downham Market, Hunstanton, Wells-next-the-Sea
and North Walsham. Each session is dementia-inclusive and
suitable for all older people including carers, those with longterm health conditions such as dementia, people experiencing
low mood and those feeling isolated.
All sessions are run by professional music and dance artists
and can be adapted for all abilities. Participation is proven to
improve wellbeing, reduce feelings of loneliness and isolation,
and create new connections.
We plan to return to in-person activity in September
2021, guidance depending. Please get in touch if you’re
interested and we will contact you nearer the time about your
nearest session.
We understand that some people might feel anxious about
returning to physical sessions for the time being. Because of
this, we will continue to offer our free Creative Wellbeing Packs
through the post to anyone who feels they would benefit.
Each pack contains engaging, mindful and accessible activities
to encourage gentle physical movement, keep the mind busy,
and support creativity & connection. Packs are suitable for
all older people including carers, those with long-term health
conditions such as dementia, people experiencing low mood
and those feeling isolated.
Packs are sent once a month, and each is based on a
different creative theme in collaboration with a professional
artist. Past themes have included jazz, Bollywood, typography,
poetry and more!
We can provide them in an alternative format such as audio,
video, large-print or imagebased if you wish – just let us
know.

What’s Coming Up?

Photos by Anita Staff
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Our next two pack themes are
really exciting – we’ve got a
Hip Hop and a Textile pack
coming up! We’re also going
to be holding some casual in-

person outdoor catch-ups for anyone who’d like to attend. This
is our ‘chatty bench’ initiative – our Project Officer Lea will be
returning to all the usual Our Day Out locations and offering
participants (whether they were involved in the project before
or not) the chance to meet with her and other participants,
catch up, and ask any questions about delivery going forward.
These Chatty Bench meet-ups will all be done in-line with current
government guidance.
If you’d like to start receiving the Creative Wellbeing packs
or be put on to our list of new participants who’d like to join
the in-person sessions when they restart, please get in
touch by contacting us on 01953 713390 or emailing info@
creativeartseast.co.uk.

Upcoming Events
the Silver Social

with

Poetry with Dan Simpson
We have two stand alone
workshops with the excellent Dan
Simpson. Join us for one or both
of these sessions (13th and 20th
of July) where Dan will guide us
through engaging, inspiring, and accessible writing exercises
to generate original material - before turning it into poetry. No
previous experience is needed as Dan will guide us through the
activities. Book online and all you need is a pen and paper!

Scribble Sessions with Jenny Leonard
Jenny believes that drawing is for everyone, and that everyone
can draw with practice, time and patience. In these online
scribble sessions you will learn playful drawing techniques and
inventive new ways to make a picture. Join us for one or both of
the sessions (27th July and 3rd Aug) These workshops are aimed
at all abilities and no previous
experience is required and all the
activities are fun and informal.
Book online.

Miscellanea

OIL BOILER
SERVICE, INSTALLATION & REPAIR
For excellent value oil-fired boiler services, call TRS.
Our technicians are OFTEC trained and registered, so
you can be assured that your boiler is in safe hands.
Oil Boiler Installations

OIL TANKS
SUPPLIED &
INSTALLED
PLASTIC AND STEEL
OIL TANKS IN STOCK
Your old tank removed

Oil Boiler Servicing
Breakdowns & Repairs
Plumbing & Flushing
System Upgrades

01362 687144
The trusted local family business most often rated
10/10 by customers for quality, service and value

Summer 2021

99% recommend us
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PROTECTING OUR
ENVIRONMENT
YEARS SINCE 1995

TANKREPLACEMENTSERVICES.CO.UK
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CLUBS AND SOCIETIES can advertise their events up to a half-page FREE OF CHARGE.
LARGER ADS WILL BE CHARGED. Please let us know about any event you are organising in the
next 3-6 months by contacting Anne Jackson, Orchard House, Welgate, Mattishall, NR20 3PH
Tel: 01362 858744 or email: miscadvert@yahoo.com

Allotments Available
East Tuddenham Charities

Half or full allotments to suit all requirements. For more
information please contact Colin Cram 01603 880062

Mattishall Methodist Church
Weekly Sunday Services continue at 2.30 p.m. in accordance with
current Covid-19 guidelines.
Monthly Charity Coffee Mornings on the first Saturday of the month
from 10.00 - 11.30 a.m. may commence in the summer.
See Noticeboard for details.

Mattishall and Tudd Valley Benefice
As I write we are still waiting for the government's decision about the
21st June and the lifting of all restrictions on worship and activities. Until
then we are continuing our pattern of weekly worship around the six
churches in our local grouping which includes Mattishall and Welborne,
together with worship online. We have not been able to restart the other
activities because they wouldn't really work with the existing restrictions
in place. If everything goes as planned on the 21st June, then we are
hoping to be able to restart Little Angels, Who Let the Dads Out and
Drop In and also increase the pattern of worship around the six churches.
We also recognise that things will have changed in our villages since last
March, and so we are looking forward to finding new ways of serving
you all as we discover what the future holds.

From the Surgery
Telephone: 01362 850227 Fax: 01362 858466
Pharmacy Telephone: 01362 858540
15 Dereham Road, Mattishall, NR20 3QA
Mattishall Pharmacy Website
Mattishall Pharmacy now has its own website, here you can order
your repeat prescriptions, access pharmacy services, obtain health
advice and on-line shopping. Visit: https://mattishallpharmacy.
co.uk
Mattishall & Lenwade Facebook Page
Mattishall and Lenwade Surgeries now has a new Facebook Page,
for communicating up to date information please visit and like our
page at Facebook Mattishall & Lenwade Surgeries.

With every blessing,
Mark McCaghrey, Rector

DROP IN
Hi to all our members
I am really missing seeing you
all and catching up with all
the chat, (and I am obviously
missing the tea cakes!). Because
of the layout in the church rooms
we have to be very careful that
when we open we can comply
with any regulations that might
be in place. When restrictions are lifted, hopefully by the end of
June, we will assess our options with a view to opening again
sometime in the summer. Keep an eye out for local posters
and on Next Door or the church website for when things can start
up again.
For anyone who does not know about the Drop In, it is a Thursday
coffee morning held in the church rooms, Mattishall. Up to 30
people turn up for a cuppa, cakes and tea cakes with lots of chatter
and laughter. We have occasional events and in normal times we
have a Christmas meal/party. There is no specific charge but we
do ask for a suggested £1 donation to cover our costs. That's quite
good value for drinks and food in a nice social environment. A good
way to make new friends and meet up with existing ones. Everyone
is welcome and it is definitely for ladies and gentlemen, not just a
ladies natter.
God Bless, Lizzie
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For Hire

Welborne Village Hall

Fully equipped historic village hall perfect for many
small gatherings, meetings, parties, etc

• The ambience of the Victorian School but with
modern facilities.

• Fully equipped kitchen
• Digital projection and sound
• Open log fire for winter warmth
• Level access and facilities for the disabled
• Inexpensive hourly rental
go to www.welborne.org.uk to make bookings

Brainteasers June 2021
Brainteaser 4 of 5
To which ‘angelic’ phrase does this refer?
PPPPP
Our planet
Answer inside back cover
Miscellanea

Lizzie's Book Lovers Club
Hi to all book lovers
The club started 3 years ago and we have
averaged around 10 people at each meeting.
We are not a conventional book club as we do not all read the
same book. We meet on the 2nd Wednesday of the month at the
Swan, Dereham Road, Mattishall at 2.30pm.
I am hoping that if the Government's plans stay on track we can
start our meetings again in July which means our next meeting
should be on the 14th July.
Maureen, one of our members, describes the meeting as "Not
so much a Book Club, more a Book Chat. No homework
assignments but recommendations of authors and titles others have
enjoyed and maybe an opportunity to borrow the books."

MATTISHALL MEMORIAL HALL
South Green, Mattishall, NR20 3JT
Fully fitted kitchen, Bar available.
Ideal for any function
Includes computer access with
drop down screen and projector
For further information contact

Keith Hudson 01362 850729, 07708085676
E mail keith.hudson12@hotmail.co.uk

June says, " I do miss the book club, it is such a joy to listen to
other folks' interesting opinions of books they have read. I am not
a fast reader, however I do enjoy a good author, and information
received from those present is helpful in choosing a book that you
know you will enjoy."
Another quote is, "A pleasant social afternoon, who knows what
topics we will cover. Books are just the starting point!"
There are no membership fees or entry charges, all you
need to do is buy a drink (tea, coffee or the normal bar drinks)
as Paul and Carol let us meet in their pub. You can have something
to eat as well, you might even want to come along earlier, I am
usually there from 1pm, and enjoy lunch before the meeting
starts. The food is to be recommended and they often have cake
for us to buy and enjoy while chatting. It all adds up to a good time
to make new friends, meet up with those we already know and have
a good natter. Gentlemen are welcome to come along and we do
have a couple of guys who are already members. The ladies do
allow the guys to get a word in, we promise!
During normal times we have a selection of books in the pub which
can be taken at any time, hopefully they can come out again when
restrictions are lifted. The books can be taken by anyone at any time
so it is a good place to find a book to read if you run out between
meetings.
Watch out for information on notice boards and Next Door to
confirm the meeting can take place. Hope to see new and existing
members on the 14th July for a "Book Chat"
Take care everyone, Lizzie

COMPANY
REFRESHMENTS
ADVICE FUN MUSIC GAMES
DISCUSSION
and more…….
THE LINK

PS I have just finished reading Here and Now by Santa Montefiore
and I must recommend it to anyone who wants a very emotional
read. It is about a family where the mother develops Dementia and
the book takes you through their journey. It is a lovely story, I read
most of it in a day as I couldn't put it down.

- MATTISHALL DEMENTIA
SUPPORT GROUP

Mattishall Methodist Church 10-12
First & Third Tuesday of the month
We are temporarily closed owing to Covid-19
but hope to re-open soon.
Tel: Melanie on 01362 858799 or Lynda on
01362 857810 for more information.
Summer 2021
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The Bus Conductor
With beetling eyebrows black and bushy
And eyes that bore right through your soul
He grudgingly takes my proffered bus fare
Hurtling the coins into a bowl
The terror of the Northern Counties
The children daren’t move or stir
And if anyone whispers a conversation
He’d hear no matter how quiet you were
He’d walk between the aisles, his cap
At a menacing angle, his features grim
And even the most rebellious schoolboys
Never dared say a word to him
He’d come towards you, an evil grin
On his glaring face, you stare quickly down
The sweets that you brought, are still in your pocket
Saved now till the safety of the town
He puts the fear of God in those
Who are on his bus, and his reputation
For cracking the whip is legendary
And he does it with pride, till our destination
Jo Sparkes

SKELETON IN THE ANCESTORS
As the opening tune died away, Gill Spendlove sprang into
action. 'Welcome to Breakfast Time on Radio Dereham, serving
Mid-Norfolk, with all your views, news and comments. Plus of
course interviews with whoever has walked into our studio on
the High Street – at our invitation of course.' Then she laughed
and looked up to see a middle-aged man sliding into the seat
opposite her and settling himself behind the microphone with the
ease of a media veteran. He wore an expensive suit in the latest
style and smiled at her.
'Let me welcome to the studio this morning, straight from the
House of Lords, the well-known peer Lord Welborne,' Gill said
to the audience. 'And how are you this morning, sir?' she
continued.
'Fine, thank you,' Lord Welborne said. 'I must correct you on
one point, Gill, and that is I have come from BBC TV studios in
London.'
'Well, you must have caught an early train to make this show,'
Gill said.
'No, that was last night. It was actually a chat with the producers
after my appearance on Who Do You Think You Are?'
'Ah yes,' Gill said brightly. 'BBC1's genealogy show for the rich
and famous. Or celebrities, as we call them.'
'Indeed,' Lord Welborne said and laughed good naturedly.
'Perhaps you could explain for our listeners, some of whom
might not have viewed either the series or your particular part
in it, what you discovered about your family tree while making
the programme,' Gill said giving him the perfect opportunity to
share his experience.
'As you know, and maybe your listeners do as well, I am a life
peer appointed by the government to the House of Lords last
year.'
'So, the title dies with you and cannot be passed on to your
children,' Gill said, in case listeners were unaware of what a life
peer actually was.
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'Exactly so. I was given the peerage after a lifetime of public
service, in the diplomatic service.'
'Details of which can be found on your website,' Gill said, as
she did not wish to give him the chance to blow his trumpet
about his career.
'Yes indeed.'
'And what did you find in your search through your ancestry?'
'At first, not very much. I am, by birth, very ordinary. My name
is Lesley Foster. And I had a happy childhood, father was a
chartered accountant and mother was a midwife. I joined the
diplomatic service straight from university.'
'I see,' she said, encouraging him.
'But when I went back in the records to my great-grandfather
and his predecessors, I found a string of middle ranking naval
or army officers going back two hundred years. I even found
a Church of England bishop.' At which, for some reason she
couldn't fathom, he laughed.
'It was all very respectable,' he continued, 'and I began to worry
privately – not on camera of course – that what I was finding was
so boring the production team either might not let me continue
or, if they did, would not screen the finished product.'
'Well, clearly they did,' she said, consulting a note on her
clipboard, 'or else they would not have broadcast it two weeks
ago.'
'Quite so,' he said. He shifted in his chair. 'I discovered one
Henry Foster, born in Boston in 1750, joined the merchant
marine in 1764 - .'
'But he was only fourteen years old,' she said in surprise.
'That was not unusual in those days,' he replied. 'Midshipmen
– young lads from good homes and educated – could join the
Royal Navy as young as twelve
and the merchant marine had
similar practices.'
'Okay, what course did Henry's
life take once he was afloat?'
'He worked his way up, got his
Master's ticket which allowed him to command a ship and he
was on his way,' he said. 'The story might have ended there had
it not been for the American War of Independence.'
'Which, if my memory is correct, was in the 1770s,' she added
by way of clarification.
'What was Henry's role in the conflict?'
'To begin with he was given authority by the British government
to be a privateer.'
'Which is what? A pirate of some kind?'
'Oh no,' he said. 'It was quite legal and all seafaring countries
did so at various times. He was authorised to attack and capture
enemy ships in wartime.'
She frowned. 'But he wasn't in the proper, fighting navy.'
'No, he wasn't.'
'So he was a kind of mercenary on water.' She was having
difficulty bridging the gap between the way wars were fought
then and how they are fought now, over 200 years later.
'Yes, that is fair description,' he said, wishing to move the story
forward.
'Okay,' she said.
'It all went well to begin with,' he continued. 'Henry preyed on

Miscellanea

what American shipping he could find but his problem was that
there wasn't much of it.'

Hedge the Hedgehog

'Didn't the Americans build ships?' she asked.

There’s been a little visitor, not sure if he or she
but they’ve been in my garden and left a gift for me!
I know not where they’ve been, throughout the long dark night;
but now they will be sleeping, in the day’s brightest light.

'They built some but most of their trade and the weapons to fight
the enemy – that, was us – were carried in French ships.'
'So did Henry – your ancestor – attack French ships?'
'No. His remit was to attack only American ships.'
'But you said the pickings were very lean.'
'They were,' he said. 'And Henry decided he'd had enough. The
captured ships were treated as prizes by the navy and Henry
and his crew received prize money, which they divided among
them.'
'Henry as captain taking a large share, possibly,' she said.
'Except I've seen letters he wrote to his wife back in England
complaining that the prize money he had received wasn't
enough to run the ship and buy all the stores he needed – food,
water, cannon balls, gunpowder and so on.'

I have had a little visitor, they’ve not been here for a while.
So even their little deposit, brought forth a warming smile.
Hopefully, I will hear it, snuffling in the evening’s chill,
and no matter if boy or girl, the sound will be a thrill!
I have had a little visitor, I’m calling them Hedge?
I’ll enjoy their company; this is my honest pledge!
I’m sure now that Hedge is male. Now this is not a slur!
But, if Hedge was a female, she’d clean up after her!
Mike Hamill

'So, what did Henry do?'
Lord Welborne sighed. 'He held a meeting with his other officers
and the crew and they decided to give up privateering.'
Gill was puzzled. 'What? They just sailed home, back to wives
and children?'
'No, Henry and his crew headed for the Caribbean and became
pirates.'
'Wow, you mean like they do off Somalia?'
'A close parallel. And Henry was ruthless in his treatment of any
prisoners he took. There was such an outcry from our colonies in
the Caribbean, that the Royal Navy had to divert ships to hunt
him down.'
'At a time when Britain was fighting the Americans,' she said,
amazed. 'How could they do that?'
'Britain had no choice. His actions caused such fury, even in the
Navy. Eventually Henry's ship was involved in a fight which he
lost. His ship was boarded and he and the survivors of the crew
were captured.'

Courtesy of Kevin Bingham

'Did it all end badly for him?' she asked.
'Oh, very badly. He was tried, convicted of piracy and hanged
at Tyburn.'
'What happened to the crew?'

HEDGEHOG

'The remaining officers and crew were given a simple choice.
Either go to prison for a long time or join the Navy. It comes as
no surprise that, to a man, they all took their chances with the
Navy.'

I am a simple soul
With simple wants and needs
To trundle through your borders
And snuffle through your weeds

'And how do you feel about having such a person in your family
tree?' she asked.
'Well.' Lord Welborne shrugged trying to find the right words.
'Henry was the one skeleton I found in a long line of hardworking, diligent ancestors. I'm not at all proud of him. The
accounts of his cruelty made my blood run cold.'
'So anyone who thinks that, historically, pirates were comic-book
villains should think again,' she said. 'Except in fiction.' Gill
grinned. 'Johnny Depp is so dashing as Captain Jack Sparrow
in the Pirates of the Caribbean franchise he melts female hearts
all over the place. Mine included.'
Lord Welborne laughed. 'If you say so, Gill.'
'Well, thank you for coming into the studio and sharing some of
your story with us hear at Radio Dereham.' She watched as he
left the studio. 'And now for our next song.'
David Rudling
Writers Group

Summer 2021

There beats a gentle heart
Within this spiky vest
I do no harm to anyone
And always try my best
I’ll work within your garden
Devouring all the bugs
And keep your flowers pretty
My way of giving hugs
So please try not to strim me
Or poison me with bait
And don’t forget to leave me
A gap beneath your gate
Unknown
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Dereham Walkers are Welcome

07505 426750
www.DerehamWaW.org.uk/
We hope to restart the First Friday short walks, as
from 2 April. Before covid brought them to a halt,
numbers were often low, so this will be experimental
to start with - we do not have the resources to lead
walks unless a good number of people want them.
(And if anyone would like to become a leader,
let us know.) It is very likely that we will have a
booking system for these walks, but please do not
try to book on yet: we will issue more details before
long (though you may want to keep the date in
mind - it’s Good Friday).
We are also looking at having a pattern of longer
(the usual 6-8 miles) walks throughout the rest of
the year.
We still wait absolute clarification that walking will
again be classified as outdoor organised sport,
and that we will not be limited by restrictions such
as ‘the rule of 6’ or the limit of 2 households. We
are meeting as a committee on 3 March, and hope
we can then give you more details.

CTC HIRE

*

Building D.I.Y., Gardening
Equipment and tools

WE USE THE REACH AND WASH METHOD; ONE OF THE
BEST ON THE MARKET-TRADITIONAL AVAILABLE TOO

WE ALSO CLEAN, CARPETS,
GUTTERS AND FASCIAS
CONSERVATORY ROOFS
VERY HIGH STANDARDS AND GREAT SERVICE

S J NYE
MEMBERS OF THE WINDOW CLEANING
FEDERATION

CALL 01603 868014 / 07717185767
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,JCB Micro Digger, Rug Doctor Carpet
Cleaner, Rotavators Compactors, Hedge
Trimmers, Generators, Lawn Scarifier,
Disccutter/Grinder and much more.
The Old Post Office, Mattishall Road,
East Tuddenham, Dereham. NR20 3LT.
email: mcram@tiscali.co.uk Tel: 01603 880062

JOHN COLES

ELECTRICIAN
Property Alteration/ Maintenance

All electrical work, building work, plumbing & carpentry
All aspects of kitchen, utility & bathroom refit
(incl mobility & access solutions)
Happy to advise, discuss work & provide prices
Public liability insurance + references.
Friendly, reliable family business

01362 692249 or 07919 593391
Find us on Facebook
<RXUVDWLVIDFWLRQLVRXUUHSXWDWLRQ
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W

elcome to this issue’s,
CrimeWatch article and,
following a nationwide
National Intensification Week between
Monday 17 May and Friday 21 May
2021 I thought I would talk about
County Lines and what we can do as a
community to try and prevent it gaining
a foothold within our communities.
The UK Government defines County
Lines as a term used to describe gangs
and organised criminal networks
involved in the exporting of illegal drugs into one or more
importing areas within the UK, using dedicated mobile phone
lines or other form of “deal line”. They are likely to exploit
children and vulnerable adults to move and store the drugs
and money and they will often use coercion, intimidation,
violence and weapons.
Records have shown those who are vulnerable to County
Lines include children as young as 12 years old, but 15 to
16 years is the most common age range. The use of social
media to make initial contact with children and young people
is used and class A drug users are targeted so that gangs
can take over their homes (known as ‘cuckooing’). Gangs
are known to target vulnerable children and adults and
the following are some of the factors known to heighten a
person’s vulnerability. Prior experience of neglect, lack of a
safe/stable home environment, social isolation or difficulties,
economic vulnerability, homeless, physical or learning
disability, mental health issues or substance misuse issues.
County Lines have a devastating impact on young people,
vulnerable adults and local communities.

Gangs and organised criminal networks do and will use child
exploitation which includes violence (including sexual violence)
and we as a community must work together to prevent these
gangs getting a foothold within our communities. If you think
that your child or someone that is vulnerable is being exploited
please report it to us so that we can work together to prevent this
disease from spreading across our area.
#TellUsWhatYouKnow

PC 898 Paula Gilluley
Breckland Community Engagement Officer
Paula.Gilluley@norfolk.pnn.police.uk

Brainteasers June 2021
Brainteaser 5 of 5
They can be made, laid down, bent and broken,
although it is difficult to touch them.
What are they?
Answer inside back cover

When a young person gets involved in County Lines they
often leave signs. The following are potential indicators of
County Lines: persistently going missing and/or being found
out of area, unexplained acquisition of money or high value
items, excessive receipt of texts/phone calls, relationship
with controlling older individuals or groups, leaving home
without explanation, unexplained injuries, starting to carry
weapons - especially knives and a significant decline in
school performance. Again, the list is not exhaustive and
some of the things on the list can also be signs of other issues
not just involvement with County Lines.
So, what can you do as a parent or guardian to help prevent
your child from becoming involved in gangs and County
Lines? You need to talk to your child and listen, encourage
them to get involved in positive activities and think of their
future, get to know your child’s friends, help them to cope
with pressure and how to deal with conflict without the use of
violence, speak to them about the serious consequences that
occur from violent or illegal behaviour i.e. carrying a knife
will not make them safer it, makes them more vulnerable to
assault as their own knife can be used against them.
During the intensification week, officers in Norfolk arrested
14 people in relation to drug offences and four people have
since been charged for drug supply offences.
Summer 2021
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Our lady from
the library
I’ve been thinking, as probably you all have, about prohibition
lately, what with covid and this is my rather different take on it.

Imagine*
Imagine there’s no boozing.
It’s easy if you try.
No more tequila slammers
A dearth of whiskey rye
Imagine all the people.
Drinking herbal tea
Oh oh, oh oh oh
Imagine there’s no vodka.
No Gin and no glass of wine
nothing to charge your glass with
no Bourbon, brandy or Moonshine
just say farewell to Chablis
bid adieu to Hock.
Oh oh, oh oh oh.
Oh, people say I’m a drunkard.
But I just enjoy my beers.
I hope one day you’ll join me.
Then we’ll clink our glasses and say cheers.
Imagine no Tom Collins.
No whiskey mash no Planter’s punch.
A bloody Mary’s outré
Just Adam’s ale with lunch
Farewell to Irish coffee
Now it’s just flat white.
Oh oh, oh oh oh
Oh, you may say I’m a tippler.
Inebriated half the time.
I welcome you to join me.
In a chilled glass of gin and lime.
*with apologies to John Lennon.

A short conversation overheard in a
speakeasy in mid Wales.
“Come on then Bronwen, what’s todays special? Any T-bone
or rump?”
“Steak doesn’t just fall off the back of a lorry Gareth,
sometimes it has to be pushed hence my prices, but no steak
tonight. I could do you a lovely all-day breakfast with black
pudding and buttered toast or chips.”
“Chips cooked in“Lard of course, can’t have you wasting away on
beansprouts, now can we.”
“Ok then I’ll have the works thanks Bron.”
“Don’t forget to eat the egg first as I can get away with the
rest being vegan, but the egg is a dead giveaway.”

“Evening Bronwen, Gareth, was a bit worried about being
followed tonight so parked on the industrial estate and
walked the rest of the way. Oh, I could murder a corned beef
and pickle sandwich right now.”
“Well, Daveth you’re in luck I’ve got some slices all ready.
Buttered barm cake or thick white sliced?”
“Oh, I’ll have one of each my lovely, I’ve only had alfalfa
salad today with rye sourdough. Tough as old boots, that is.”
A short jolly man enters and beams at the gathered folk.
“Evening all, I’ve come for my illicit fish and chips. Treat of
the week. Luckily, the wife thinks I’ve gone all night drinking.”
“Geraint, I’ll just get the batter finished and then right with
you.”
“Thank you Bronwen cariad, I’ll have it with a builder’s tea
and full fat milk if you please.”
“Ooh, this black pudding is dreamy: if I never see another
kidney bean again it’ll be too soon.”
“I’m with you on that one Gareth, those who say meat is
murder haven’t tried our Sal’s aduki bean casserole. It’s not
just death by a thousand cuts (of meat) as slow torture by
soya.”
“And I’ve had enough tofu to last me a lifetime boyo and
it still tastes like rubber. The wife curries it and it tastes
like curried rubber. I’ve been seriously thinking of getting
Myfanwy pregnant again.”
“How’s that Geraint? Well, I mean why’s that? Do you want
another baby?”
“Well, I do love kids, but haven’t you heard about the new
initiative? Any pregnant and breastfeeding mothers get a
meat and dairy allowance from the farmers union for the
iron, you see. I could have her eggs while she eats her steak.
She gets a ration book. Lasts for a year and includes milk
and cheese for the littlun.”
“Right come on chaps, eat up and make sure you’ve all got a
big pint and a chaser just in case PC Barnett calls round. This
is a lock-in you know.”

A large dark man comes in via the screened off door after
giving the password.
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Offering the highest levels of care
and attention to the towns and
villages of South Norfolk.
Always here when you need us.
Tel: 01953 850330 (24 Hours)

Always
when
you
us.
The Old Dairy, 15here
Norwich Street,
Hingham,
NR9 4LJneed
6BN
Jason Davies, Funeral Director

hingham@ivanfisherfunerals.co.uk
www.ivanfisherfunerals.co.uk
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Mattishall Parish
Council News
LATEST NEWS FROM THE PARISH COUNCIL
Most of the work of your Parish Council is done outside the monthly meetings, by working groups
which then make recommendations to the full council meeting. Like many councils, we find it
difficult to recruit volunteers to become Councillors and currently with only 7, instead of the full
complement of 9, most of them are on more than one working group. We need two more
Councillors, anyone, over 18, living in the parish, or within 3 miles of the parish boundary, or who
works, or has a business, or who owns property in the Parish can apply to become a Councillor.
David Fowler - Planning and Monitoring Group
One of the key roles, often taking up over 50% of our time, of the Parish Council is to comment on
the various planning applications made within the parish. While we have the opportunity to make
representations, Breckland District Council make the decision whether or not to approve individual
applications. Planning Applications range from large housing proposals such as the recent Hopkins
Moore proposal to small scale extensions, single houses, and work proposed to trees with
preservation orders. We have two Conservation Areas within the village, and it’s important that we
preserve and enhance these historic assets.
The Parish Council considers each proposal on its own merits and checks conformity with the
Breckland Local Plan and our own Neighbourhood Plan. Comments from local residents sent to the
Parish Clerk or posted on the planning website are also taken into consideration. Draft comments
are discussed in public at the full Parish Council meetings, where they are voted on before being
submitted to Breckland Council. If you have any concerns on planning matters or wish to make
your views known on planning applications, please contact the Parish Clerk.
David Piper - Open Spaces Working Group

A meeting was held on 8 April at which it was discussed whether the PC should hold a Post-Covid

Event in 2021, with 24 July or the August bank holiday weekend being the most suitable dates. The
Parish Council have allocated funding for such an event.
It was noted that not everyone in the population (either nationally or locally) would have had their
vaccinations in time for either of the above dates. The government’s target date to offer all adults a
first jab is 31 July 2021. This is purely an ‘offer’ date, adding 12 weeks, that being the MHRA
maximum date between jabs, takes the date to 23 October 2021. Therefore – a “Risk Assessment”
of holding an event such as an afternoon celebration of games and stalls etc, before the October
date could, unnecessarily, expose people to the possibility of contracting or spreading COVID-19.
Holding an event after 23rd October, in 2021, would be subject to the vagaries of the English
weather, and it is doubtful that a good “turnout” would be achieved.
In our opinion, it would be better to wait until Easter of 2022, when, hopefully, there will no longer be
an unacceptable risk, either to participants, organizers or stall-holders and we can offer a full range
of activities. People would also be more likely to feel confident about attending.

http://mattishallpc.info
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The Parish Council very much hopes to help organize an “enhanced” Remembrance Day Service
(November 14th), as we were unable to proceed with either VE or VJ day commemoration last year.
We will also be looking to have a full Christmas tree lighting event in association with other
organizations, as previously.
Nothing has happened up to the time of writing to indicate that the decision can be reconsidered.
Richard Turner – Flooding Working Group
The request for details of flooding after the exceptional rainfall late last year showed how
widespread the problem was within the parish. Since then, even though it’s not been obvious, we
have been working to get a resolution to the problems. Walk-rounds of the worst hit areas with
Anglian Water, Highways and the Lead Local Flood Authority, where possible talking to those who
have been most affected, has resulted in some success with the ‘low hanging fruit’, especially in
those areas that are the responsibility of Norfolk Highways, but where the cause is the need for
new, and expensive, infrastructure this will take much more time and effort.
We also have had to learn new skills such as an understanding of the technicalities of surface water
sustainable drainage systems that are a requirement on new developments, to ensure that what
developers are offering is suitable and is actually delivered. Surface water flooding often makes any
problems with sewerage overflowing worse.
We have had a positive response from the Dannatt Norfolk Strategic Flooding Alliance and have
hopes that this will help resolve some of the problems, as Mattishall is one of the areas that has
been designated as requiring early intervention.
To ensure that flooding, either surface water or sewerage, is taken into account when Breckland
Planning Department consider new applications, residents need to report all incidents to the
relevant organization. If these organizations do not have the necessary evidence when
commenting on applications, they are unable to object.
If you are uncertain of who flooding should be reported to, please contact the clerk for guidance.

The Parish Council
Graham Clarke (Vice Chair)

David Piper

David Fowler

Jan Smith

Richard Norton

Richard Turner (Chair)

Mike Nunn
For further details of the Parish Council and up to date information please visit our
Facebook page or website www.mattishallpc.info

http://mattishallpc.info
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NEW Dereham Seed Scheme.



The Dereham Gardening Group is able to get us seeds at
a discount price. If they can get orders to a total of more
than £200, the price will be reduced on a sliding scale up
to a 40% discount, depending on how much the combined
order comes to. This is a follow-up scheme to that operated
successfully by DDAGS for many years. The seed companies
are D.T. Brown and Kings.
There is no joining fee. Please notify Robin that
you are interested by sending an email to him at
derehamgardeninggroup@gmail.com.

Your Local Will Writing Expert
• Wills & Trusts
• Powers of Attorney
• Funeral Plans
• Probate
• Later Life Care Planning
• Home Consultations
01603 927273
07594 275983
info@thewillmaker.co.uk

www.thewillmaker.co.uk

** Special Offer **
F or

New Clients & Clients still
to return in 2021

25% OFF
On Hair & Nail Services
Quote RHS078
Offer valid until 31st August 2021
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USEFUL LOCAL PHONE NUMBERS
Mattishall’s:
All Saints Church Office
01362 858873
Community Car Scheme
01362 858376
Pharmacy
01362 858540
Post Office
01362 850232
Primary School		
01362 858451
Surgery
01362 850227
Volunteer Hub (Helen Brook)
07940 764588
District Councillors
Paul Claussen
01603 880454
Ian Martin
01362 854248
Norfolk & Norwich University Hospital 01603 286286
Norfolk Swift Response
0344 800 80820
Breckland Council Offices
01362 656870
Dereham Library
01362 693184
Dereham Police Public Enquiry Office 01953 424242
Konectbus (No 4)
03300 539358
Age UK
03005 001217

Answers to Brainteasers
1
2
3
4
5

Fish (You can ‘lay’ each of the others)
Dimensions
A population
Peace on Earth
Rules

Summer Quiz
– with thanks to our quizmaster B O Bear
Answers from the last issue
(1) 18, 2) Tudor, 3) Cornwall, 4) Sting, 5) Joseph Heller, 6)
£3.88, 7) Epsilon, 8) 3, 9) Bear, 10) Radios
Congratulations to Jill Cushing who won the voucher for
the Spring quiz.
For a chance to win a voucher, provided by Café Verde,
for Afternoon Tea for 2, please submit your answers by
email to miscadvert@yahoo.com by 18th July
1.

Which space is in between Pall Mall and Whitehall
on the Monopoly board?
2. Which year was Heinz established?
3. What does AC stand for on a calculator?
4. He is which chemical element?
5. What is a baby rabbit called?
6. How many bones does a shark have?
7. How many minutes in a full game of rugby league?
8. What is the strongest muscle in the human body?
9. What is the biggest animal in the world?
10. When did the London Underground open?

Miscellanea Production Schedule

Dolove
youCandles?
love Candles?
Do you
to be ready
for w/c

If out
so, check
out available
the latest available
If so, check
the latest
unique
candles
and accessories
with
13th
unique candles
and
accessories
with
MANDY,
local Independent September
MANDY, your
local your
Independent
2021
PartyLiteonline
Affiliate,
PartyLite Affiliate,
at online at
22nd
www.partylite.co.uk/mandyburnett
www.partylite.co.uk/mandyburnett
or contactoroncontact
07849 516395
on 07849 516395
email: mjcandles7@gmail.com
email: mjcandles7@gmail.com
Gifts for every
Gifts occasion
for every occasion

Phil’s Gardening Services
I am a friendly reliable chap based in Mattishall

I can offer grasscutting,
hedgecutting,
strimming,
weeding,
shed/fence painting

07920104265
Summer 2021

November
2021

Adverts and
payment
submitted by

Reports
& articles
submitted by:

Printed and
ready for
delivery

16th August

23rd August

13th September

25th October

1st November

22nd November

21st March
2022

22nd February 28th February

22nd March

20th June
2022

23rd May

20th June

30th May

Our advertising rates per issue are:
size

black and white

colour

1/8 page

£20

£30

1/4 page

£35

£52.50

1/2 page

£65

£97.50

Full page

£125

£187.50

We offer 5% discount if you pay annually in advance.

Contact details: Telephone Anne on 01362 858744 or
07515417225 Email miscadvert@yahoo.com
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Littleproud
Independent & Son
Family Funeral Directors

SERVING THE MID-NORFOLK DISTRICTS
• Personally supervised by the Littleproud
family & dedicated staff for 80 years
• Pre-Paid Funeral Plans
• Traditional service at a reasonable cost

Tel: 01362 695458 (24hrs)
South Green, Dereham, NR19 1PU

Tel: 01760 440269 (24hrs)
Our family
taking care
of your family

19

Hale Road, Bradenham, IP25 7RA

~2016
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www.littleproud-funerals.co.uk

Free Delivery every Tuesday & Friday

Supplying home reared
beef, pork and lamb
direct from our family
farm at Intwood
Rare breeds and artisan
sausages, joints, steaks,
bbq packs, sauces and
condiments
Special orders welcome

www.intwoodfarm.co.uk
or 01603 987037

